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ABSTRACT

Multiple studies have shown that reduced sea surface temperature (SST) cooling occurs under tropical cyclones

(TCs) where a fresh surface layer and subsurface halocline exist. Reduced SST cooling in these scenarios has been

attributed to a barrier layer, an upper-ocean feature in the tropical global oceans in which a halocline resides

within the isothermalmixed layer. Because upper-ocean stratification theoretically reduces oceanmixing induced

bywinds, the barrier layer is thought to reduce SST cooling duringTCpassage, sustaining heat andmoisture fluxes

into the storm. This research examines how both the inclusion of salinity and upper-ocean salinity stratification

influences SST cooling for a variety of upper-ocean thermal regimes using one-dimensional (1D) ocean mixed

layer (OML) models. The Kraus–Turner, Price–Weller–Pinkel, and Pollard–Rhines–Thompson 1D OML

schemes are used to examine SST cooling andOMLdeepening during 30m s21 wind forcing (;category 1TC) for

both temperature-only and temperature–salinity stratification cases. Generally, the inclusion of salinity (a barrier

layer) reduces SST cooling for all temperature regimes. However, results suggest that SST cooling sensitivities

exist depending on thermal regime, salinity stratification, and the 1DOMLmodel used.Upper-ocean thermal and

haline characteristics are put into context of SST cooling with the creation of a barrier layer baroclinic wave speed

to emphasize the influence of salinity stratification on upper-ocean response under TC wind forcing.

1. Introduction

A halocline within the isothermal layer exists within

several basins, including the tropical Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans, the Indian Ocean, and the Caribbean Sea,

creating a barrier layer (BL) (Sprintall and Tomczak

1992). This layer aids in the suppression of turbulent

heat flux from the thermocline to the air–sea interface,

affecting air–sea fluxes (Lukas and Lindstrom 1991;

McPhaden and Foltz 2013; Mignot et al. 2012; Chi et al.

2014). The role of BLs on air–sea exchanges is important

to understand since numerous tropical cyclones (TCs)

pass through BL regions and air–sea exchanges that in-

fluence TC intensity are based on the upper-ocean dy-

namics that occur.

Literature has shown that the BL impacts sea surface

temperature (SST) response during TC wind forcing via

reduced mixing efficiency (Wang et al. 2011; Neetu et al.

2012; Balaguru et al. 2012; Grodsky et al. 2012; Vissa et al.

2013; Reul et al. 2014; Androulidakis et al. 2016;

Hernandez et al. 2016; Rudzin et al. 2017; Yan et al. 2017).

However, the dynamics behind BL erosion during TC

wind forcing has not been studied in detail in the available

literature. Hernandez et al. (2016) briefly examined the

impact of the BL on SST response in context of differing

thermal and haline regimes. Yet, their goal was not to

examine the upper-ocean dynamics that contribute to SST

response. Yan et al. (2017) investigated mixed layer dy-

namics that leads to BL erosion but only examined these

processes using one type of mixed layer model. Hence, an

understanding of different processes that influence BL

erosion is missing.

Upper-ocean dynamics are important to understand

since modest SST differences during a TC have been

shown to dramatically influence air–sea heat and mois-

ture transfer (Cione andUhlhorn 2003; Jaimes et al. 2015,

2016). Hence, if SST response is misrepresented in a BL

environment within coupled numerical forecast models,

this could lead to errors in air–sea transfer and potentially

forecasted TC intensity. To address the gaps from pre-

vious literature, several one-dimensional (1D) mixed

layer model experiments are analyzed to investigate how

the inclusion of salinity in different thermal regimes im-

pacts the SST response. BL erosion time is estimated to

assess the resilience of the upper-ocean thermal and
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haline structure to each mixing scheme. The use of

several mixing schemes highlights how individual upper-

ocean processes, such as shear-induced mixing and in-

stantaneous wind erosion, influence SST response. The

findings are put in context of a BL baroclinic wave speed

to understand how a stratified upper ocean influences

ocean coupling during TC passage.

2. Data and methods

Six different temperature profiles and two salinity

profiles from Rudzin et al. (2017) are selected to high-

light mixing sensitivity between differing ocean regimes

commonly found in the Caribbean Sea, a basin with

frequent TCs and subsiding BL. These temperature and

salinity profiles were measured in September 2014

within the eastern Caribbean Sea under ambient atmo-

spheric conditions. Temperature profiles represent a

warm-core eddy (WCE) (Figs. 1a,b), the Caribbean

Current (CC) background flow (Figs. 1c,d), and the

Amazon–Orinoco River plume (PLUME) (Figs. 1e,f).

The two salinity profiles are selected to represent a

strong (Figs. 1a,c,e; strong S) and weak (Figs. 1b,d,f;

weak S) halocline in the isothermal layer to identify how

stratification strength affects SST response.

a. Mixing schemes

The 1D mixing schemes used are the Kraus–Turner

(KT) (Kraus and Turner 1967), Price–Weller–Pinkel

(PWP) (Price et al. 1986), and Pollard–Rhines–

Thompson (PRT) mixing schemes (Pollard et al. 1973).

Entrainment occurs in KT via instantaneous wind ero-

sion, whereas PRT mixes through shear-induced cur-

rents at the base of the mixed layer. PWP implements

buoyancy fluxes and shear-induced mixing. The main

difference between KT, PRT, and PWP is that PRT

and PWP use dynamic instability criteria to mix based

on buoyancy and current shear whereas KT does not.

Dynamic instability criteria are based on the bulk

Richardson number (mixed layer stability) for PRT and

both bulk and gradient Richardson numbers (shear flow

stability) for PWP. In PRT and PWP, Earth’s rotation

restores flow stability and eventually causes mixing to

cease within an inertial period (IP).

KT and PRT schemes are used on two types of experi-

ments: temperature-only (T only) experiments (using

only temperature from WCE, CC, and PLUME) and

temperature–salinity (T–S) experiments that consider

both temperature and salinity profiles. PWPonly considers

T–S experiments since the scheme originally considers

density. The former mixing schemes usually consider only

temperature but are modified to also examine both tem-

perature and salinity (section 2b and the appendix).

For all experiments, total heat fluxQ is set to zero to

isolate the SST response that is due solely to wind

forcing. A latitude of 158N is used to calculate the

Coriolis parameter. This latitude is used since the

profiles were measured in the Caribbean Sea. Simu-

lations are run out to 0.5 IP, equivalent to 24 h at 158N.

Wind stress is estimated using the bulk aerodynamic

formula (t5 rairCDU
2
10, where rair is air density, CD is

the drag coefficient, and U10 is the 10-m wind speed)

using Powell et al. (2003) drag coefficients with U10 5
30m s21, equivalent to a minimal category-1 hurricane.

Wind stress is constant over the entire simulation period.

Stronger degrees of hurricane intensity were tested

(category 2–5; not shown) but yielded a similar trend (albeit

stronger magnitudes) to results presented within this study.

b. Definition and calculation of upper-ocean layers

Changes to KT and PRT are made so that density is

accounted for in the entrainment schemes for T–S ex-

periments (appendix). Initial mixed layer depth (MLD)

is calculated following Sprintall and Tomczak (1992)

and de BoyerMontegut et al. (2007) accounting for both

salinity and temperature, where the MLD is the depth

where potential density su is equal to

Ds
u
5s

Q
(T

0
2DT, S

0
)2s

Q
(T

0
,S

0
) , (1)

where T0 and S0 are temperature and salinity at the

reference depth of 2m (Rudzin et al. 2017) and DT is

0.58C. The isothermal layer depth (ILD) is the depth at

which the temperature is 0.58C less than the SST. The

difference between the ILD and MLD is referred to as

the barrier layer thickness (BLT).

The initial mixing depth h0 for T–S experiments is

initialized at h0 5 MLD whereas h0 5 ILD for T-only

experiments such that density is only a function of

temperature. For T-only experiments, SST cooling will

begin immediately since h0 is at the ILD. For T–S ex-

periments, SST cooling will not occur until mixing has

penetrated to the ILD from the MLD. Mixing in these

experiments must erode the BL and the erosion time

and cooling depend on the BLT.

3. Results and discussion

a. Inclusion of salinity and stratification strength

Less SST cooling occurs with the inclusion of salinity

in all mixing schemes (Table 1). The difference in

cooling between T-only and T–S experiments depends

on both the thermal regime and the mixing scheme.

The KT scheme leads to the largest differences in

SST cooling between T-only and T–S experiments,

with differences ranging from 0.58 to 6.68C (Table 1).
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Differences in SST cooling between T-only and T–S

experiments for PRT range from 0.18 to 1.38C. These
cooling differences arise because of the extra time for

the modeled processes to erode the BL. BL erosion time

is defined as the time when the MLD 5 ILD and SST

cooling commences. KT mixing (mechanical wind stir-

ring) takes the longest to erode the BL compared to

shear-induced processes such as PRT and PWP; PWP

processes result in the least time (Table 1). This in-

dicates that instantaneous wind erosion (from KT) is

the most sensitive mixing process to the inclusion of

salinity such that increased stratification reduces the

efficiency of wind erosion compared to shear-induced

currents. Shear-induced currents (as in PRT and PWP)

cut through the stratification more efficiently than the

former processes. For example, Fig. 2 highlights the

evolution of BL erosion for the PLUME strong S regime

using PWP. SST cooling begins within 3 h of TC wind

forcing, caused by increased mixed layer shear eroding

the BL. Since PWP uses both mixed layer stability and

shear flow instability criteria, BL erosion initiates the

quickest between the schemes compared to PRT, which

only uses a mixed layer stability criterion. Although KT

processes take longer to erode the BL, they have a more

efficient cooling rate than shear-induced processes as in

PRT and PWP.

The PLUME regime is most sensitive to the inclusion

of salinity (largest cooling differences between T-only and

T–S), whereas the WCE regime has the smallest differ-

ences. Similar results were found in Hernandez et al. (2016)

FIG. 1. Temperature (red) and salinity (blue) profiles used in 1D mixed layer models. (a),(b) The WCE regime. (c),(d) The CC regime.

(e),(f) The PLUME regime. The dashed black line represents the MLD [Eq. (1)], whereas the solid black line represents the ILD.
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where the authors showed that cyclone-induced SST

cooling decreases with increasing BLT and increasing

salinity stratification. Additionally, the PLUME thermal

regime is also most sensitive to the strength of salinity

stratification compared to other thermal regimes. This

is attributed to the PLUME thermal regime having a

shallower ILD relative to other regimes in this study,

and, therefore, entrainment of thermocline waters would

take less time compared to deeper ILDs. Interestingly,

the shallow isothermal (;30m) PLUME strong S

regime has minimal difference in SST cooling com-

pared to that for the deeper isothermal (;60m) CC

TABLE 1. Sea surface temperature cooling (8C) and barrier layer erosion time (h) of 1D mixing experiments using profiles from Fig. 1.

Simulations are run to 1/2IP (;24 h) to estimate DSST. The T-only experiments only have one value for each S experiment since T-only

experiments do not use salinity. An ‘‘N’’ under barrier layer erosion time indicates that barrier layer did not erode.

T–S DSST (8C) T-only DSST (8C) Barrier layer erosion time (h)

KT PRT PWP KT PRT KT PRT PWP

WCE strong S 0 0 0 0.5 0.1 N N N

WCE weak S 0 0 0 N N N

CC strong S 0 0 0.4 2.0 1.0 N N 3.2

CC weak S 0 0.3 0.5 N 7.6 3.0

PLUME strong S 0 0.3 0.7 7.0 2.0 N 2.2 3.0

PLUME weak S 0.4 0.6 0.8 13.7 0.6 2.4

FIG. 2. Time evolution (h) of (a) temperature, (b) salinity, and (c) OML currents for PLUME strong S using the PWP

(Price et al. 1986) model.
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weak S regime (Table 1). This suggests salinity stratifi-

cation in the PLUME strong S regime is reducingmixing

efficiency to the point that the SST response is like that

of deeper thermal structure.

b. SST response in context of a BL baroclinic wave
speed �

During the passage of a TC, evidence exists that shows

the excitement of baroclinic waves within the thermo-

cline via the transfer of wind-driven momentum, in-

ducing shear at the base of the mixed layer (Shay et al.

1998; Shay and Uhlhorn 2008; Jaimes and Shay 2009).

The SST response that is expected from this process dur-

ing TC passage is obtained through the Froude number

(Geisler 1970). The Froude number (Fr 5 Uhc
21) is the

ratio between the storm translation speed Uh and the first

baroclinic wave phase speed within the thermocline c

(Fig. 3). However, Fr only indicates the SST response

based on the thermocline and does not consider the

density gradient within the BL. Since Fr aids in un-

derstanding the upper-ocean/SST response during TC

passage, the influence of BL structure on this response

needs to be accounted for within the estimation of Fr. Thus,

a BL baroclinic wave phase speed � [Eq. (2)] is created to

modify the thermocline baroclinic wave speed in the

denominator of Fr and to contextualize the findings in

section 3a. The resultant number is deemed the stratification

Froude number Frs [Eq. (3)]. As shown in section 3a, the

stratification in theBLessentially acts as a buffer by reducing

the transfer of wind-inducedmomentum to the thermocline.

Hence, thewave speed �, superimposedonto c, acts to reduce

the baroclinic wave speed within the thermocline, reducing

the coupling between the thermocline and the sea surface

response (Fig. 3). The � is estimated by differencing the

density between the ILD (rILD) and the MLD (rMLD),

where hMLD 5 MLD and hBL 5 BLT, and g is the

gravitational constant [Eq. (2)]:

�5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g

r
ILD

2 r
MLD

� �
h
MLD

h
BL

r
ILD

h
MLD

1 h
BL

� �
s

, and (2)

Fr
s
5

U
h

c2 �
. (3)

For areas that do not have a BL and MLD 5 ILD,

�5 0 and Frs 5 Fr. Figure 4 shows � as a function of SST

cooling for the six given regimes and three mixing

schemes. To increase the sample size of the experiments

within this study, 10 randomly generated temperature

and salinity profiles (mean5 0; std5 0.258C and 0.1 psu)

for each T–S experiment were run through each mixing

scheme to ensure that the findings for the base cases

presented in Fig. 4 are robust. Figure 4 indicates that BL

FIG. 3. Schematic of vertical ocean structure depicting the barrier layer and its wave speed

�, and the thermocline and its wave speed c. The c is calculated by differencing the density

between the 208C isotherm (rh20) (proxy for thermocline) and the profile bottom rhb, where

h20 is the depth of the 208C isotherm and hb is the thickness between h20 and the profile

bottom. Temperature is indicated by the red line, whereas salinity is indicated by the blue line.

Thicknesses are indicated by brackets. MLD, ILD, and the depth of the 208C isotherm are

indicated by the dashed, solid, and dashed–dotted lines, respectively.
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baroclinic wave speeds are a function of both thermal

and haline regime, where deeper isothermal layers and/

or increased stratification result in larger values of �.

This contextualizes findings in section 3a such that

stratification strength plays a role in SST response, but

its importance depends on the background thermal struc-

ture. A scaling analysis (not shown) indicates that for

deeper isothermal layers, � is determined more by BLT/

ILD rather than density differences, whereas for shallow

isothermal layers, � is more dependent on density differ-

ences between theMLD and ILD. This also explains why

the WCE experiments are not sensitive to either the in-

clusion of salinity or stratification strength whereas the

PLUME experiments are sensitive to both.

Though the experiments in this study only consider a

stationary wind forcing, the influence of BL salinity

stratification on coupling between a passing TC and

thermocline can still be speculated using Frs. Including

the influence of BL stratification would theoretically de-

crease the coupling between the sea surface and ther-

mocline response during TC passage compared to that

which does not consider the BL. For example, ifUh5 c5
2ms21, values of Frs for all regimeswould be greater than

1 whereas Fr would be equivalent to 1. This indicates a

TC would encounter a baroclinic response in BL regions

compared to a barotropic response in non-BL regions

(Geisler 1970). Furthermore, values of Frs between the

CC weak S and PLUME strong S regimes would be

comparable for the same Uh and c criteria considering

that � for the two regimes is 0.18 and 0.16ms21, re-

spectively. This indicates analogous coupling and SST

responses in these two regimes and emphasizes the im-

portance of salinity stratification in the PLUME S regime

as shown in section 3a.

4. Summary and conclusions

The results of this study underscore the potential in-

fluence of salinity stratification on upper-ocean mixing

and SST cooling during TC wind forcing and show the

contributions of both vertical thermal and haline struc-

ture in these processes. The findings of this study are

important since literature has shown that even modest

differences in SST have a significant impact on air–sea

heat exchange in a TC and TCs frequently pass over BL

regimes in the tropical global oceans. In deep isothermal

layers, the vertical salinity gradient does not contribute

to SST cooling during TC wind forcing because the

vertical thermal structure dominates. However, in shallow

isothermal layers, SST cooling is sensitive to the vertical

FIG. 4. The � vs SST cooling for the different ocean regimes listed in Fig. 1 (large markers).

The � and SST cooling for randomly generated T–S profiles (explained in main text) are in-

dicated by the small markers. Circles represent values from the KT scheme, squares are values

from the PRT scheme, and diamonds are values from the PWP scheme.
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salinity gradient. SST cooling in a salinity-stratified

environment is also sensitive to which ocean mixed

layer (OML) scheme is chosen. KT processes result in

the most SST cooling, although the scheme takes the

longest to erode the BL; shear instability processes as

in PWP erode the BL the fastest. These results are put

into context through the creation of a BL baroclinic

wave speed �, which modifies the Froude number. The

� emphasizes that the BL reduces the coupling between

the thermocline and the sea surface response during TC

wind forcing. It also highlights that salinity stratification

becomes important for coupling when a TC interacts

with relatively shallow isothermal layers. Overall,

the results suggest that ocean mixed layer dynamical

schemes need to be chosen wisely when modeling TCs

over a salinity-stratified upper-ocean environment.
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APPENDIX

Revisions to KT and PRT Models to Incorporate
Salinity

a. KT

The temperature tendency equation for KT is

dT

dt
52Y

w
e
DT

h
, (A1)

where Y enacts the second law of thermodynamics, DT is

the temperature difference between the mean isothermal

layer temperature and the mean thermocline tempera-

ture, and h is equal to either the ILD (T-only) or MLD

(T–S). The time evolution of h is h(t) 5 h0 1 wedt. The

KT entrainment velocity for T-only experiments is

w
e
5

c
1
u3

*
ahgDT

1
c
2
Q

r
0
c
p
DT

, (A2)

whereas for the T–S experiments

w
e
5

c
1
u3

*

g
r
T 2 r

M

r
0

� �
h

1
c
2
Q

r
0
c
p
DT

, (A3)

where c1 and c2 are proportionality coefficients representing

sources and sinks of TKE, set to 2.5 and 0.4, respectively,

based on Jacob et al. (2000); cp 5 4000JC21kg21; r0 5
1025kgm23; u* is surface friction velocity; a ; 1024 8C21;

andQ is total heat flux, set to 0. Density is incorporated in

Eq. (A3) via reduced gravity, where rT is the mean ther-

mocline density and rM is the mean mixed layer density.

b. PRT

PRT and PWP use a two-dimensional wind stress of

tx 5 rairCDjujU10 and ty 5 rairCDjyjU10, where u and

y are the 10-m zonal and meridional velocity compo-

nents and rair is the density of dry air.

The temperature tendency equation for PRT yields

›(hT)

›t
1

›

›t

�
1

2
Gh2

�
2

Q

r
, (A4)

where G is the mean thermal lapse rate below the

mixed layer.

PRT first estimates an initial stratification via the

Brunt–Väisälä frequency N2. The T-only formulation is

N2 5agG . (A5)

For T–S experiments,

N2 52
g

r
0

›r

›z
. (A6)

Maximum N2 at the base the mixed layer is used to

estimate a ‘‘salinity equivalent’’ lapse rate Gs for T–S

experiments in this scheme:

G
s
5
N2

max

ag
. (A7)

The a in Eq. (A6) is estimated as

a52
1

r
0

›r

›T
. (A8)

For both experiment types, mixed layer current com-

ponents are initialized at 0.
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